Nathaniel Marston, an actor on the long-running ABC soap opera One Life to Live, has died at the age of 40 after being seriously injured in a car crash. He was 40 years old. Melbourne mother dies after head-on collision with stolen car. Be prepared in case you get into a car accident. It happens to us all. To best handle this always unexpected situation, check out these tips from State Farm®. What happens “after the car”? - Policy Network. A man died after the car she was in went into an Aurora lake. After a Car Accident: First Steps - FindLaw. Can I keep using my car seat after a car crash? Probably not. Crash forces are extreme they’re strong enough to bend the steel frame of the car, and can easily Nathaniel Marston, 40, One Life to Live soap star dies after car crash ?18 hours ago . Two people have died after the car they were driving crashed into several trees and caught fire in the early hours. What to Do After An Auto Accident - State Farm Insurance. By the end of this current century the car that we have come to know and love may be . He is the co-author (with Kingsley Dennis) of After the Car (Polity Press,. Book - Kingsley Dennis , John Urry - After the Car 11 hours ago . A MOTHER of two has died in hospital three days after the car she was driving was hit by a 15-year-old boy driving a stolen BMW on the wrong side of the road. The car went into water - Aurora . Below is a list of things to do after an accident, if possible. Keep this information handy by printing this helpful pamphlet on first steps after an auto accident and Nathaniel Marston: US actor dies in car crash. A baby is in a critical condition after a car and van collided leaving four people injured. Every year, thousands of people are involved in motor vehicle accidents. Whether the collision involves major property damage and injury, or is a seemingly minor event, the following considerations should be given to seeking medical attention after an accident. Nathaniel Marston: Soap Star Dies At 40 After Car Crash. A baby critical after Plumstead car crash - BBC News. After the Car is a very inspiring book that we would recommend to all people interested in the future of transportation systems – especially those convinced by . Baby critical after Plumstead car crash - BBC News 20 hours ago . Former 'One Life To Live' and 'As The World Turns' soap star Nathaniel Marston has tragically passed away at the age of 40 after a car. Medical Attention After Car Accidents. DMV.org The Car Seat Lady – After a Crash 17 hours ago . Nathaniel Marston, an actor on the long-running ABC soap opera One Life to Live, died in Nevada on Wednesday due to injuries from a car.